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⧁ Aim is to use the index as a benchmark by which employers can 

quantify and understand the drivers of the financial wellness of their 

employees.

⧁ Ultimate purpose is to improve the financial wellness of employees and 

their ability to be financially ready for retirement.

⧁ One of the keys to unlocking better financial outcomes is to look 

holistically at an employee’s financial wellness.

⧁ Employee financial needs are constantly changing as they journey 

through various life stages.   

⧁ The financial wellness benchmark helps to identify where UCT can 

make the biggest difference to the employees’ financial wellness.

Why have we created a financial wellness benchmark (index)?
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⧁ Test whether financial constraints may act as a trigger for employees to 

search for alternative employment.

⧁ Test the overall level of understanding of retirement benefits.

⧁ Identify any potential gaps in the employer’s value proposition and the 

range and structure of benefits available.

Research objectives
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⧁ Online and paper-based 

⧁ Data collected between 20 and 27 July 

⧁ Follow up reminder on 26 July

⧁ UCT response rate 15% (726/5 000) of which 2 were paper-based  

⧁ Benchmark study response rate 7% (1 317/20 000)

⧁ Benchmark sample includes 12.68% (166) self-employed respondents

Research methodology
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UCT RF Financial Wellness Benchmark
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UCT Overall Financial Wellness Score
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UCT Income and package composition
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Graphs per goal
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Graphs per goal
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Research data tables



Demographics



How old are you?
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What is your gender?
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What is your ethnicity?
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What is your current highest qualification?
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Income and package composition
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UCT categories UCT BM categories Benchmark

Less than R4 999 0.29%

R5 000 to R9 999 2.30%

R10 000 to R14 999 9.33%

R15 000 to R19 999 15.06% Less than R16 999 18.75%

R20 000 to R29 999 26.54% R17 000 to R24 999 21.50%

R30 000 to R39 999 14.35% R25 000 to R32 999 17.71%

R40 000 to R49 999 10.62% R33 000 to R42 999 10.87%

R50 000 to R59 999 7.32% R43 000 to R49 999 8.15%

R60 000 to R69 999 4.02% R50 000 to R62 999 8.07%

R70 000 to R79 999 2.58% R63 000 to R82 999 7.17%

R80 000 to R89 999 2.44% R83 000 to R124 999 4.37%

More than R90 000 5.16% More than R125 000 3.38%

Total N=697 N=1214

Which package best describes your current monthly personal 

income?
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Understanding Medical Aid Provident Fund Risk Wellness Hospital Cover

Above Average 32.2% 46.83% 23.6% 40.73% 23.9% 34.21% 19.5% 26.23% 24.0% 25.82%

Average 56.8% 33.93% 52.1% 38.64% 54.2% 35.77% 50.3% 31.69% 55.4% 21.56%

Below Average 11.1% 2.64% 24.3% 6.18% 21.9% 9.00% 30.3% 11.05% 20.6% 4.54%

Not provided N/A 16.60% N/A 14.45% N/A 21.01% N/A 31.03% N/A 48.09%

Total N=516 N=945 N=534 N=954 N=507 N=832 N=370 N=750 N=350 N=704

Please select the benefits you currently have at UCT and drag it to the 

box which reflects your level of understanding of how it works.
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Understanding Gap Cover Financial Advice Short-term Rewards

Above Average 20.1% 18.74% 0.0% 17.88% 0.0% 24.19% 0.0% 19.78%

Average 42.4% 16.42% 0.0% 31.98% 0.0% 23.92% 0.0% 24.59%

Below Average 37.6% 8.34% 0.0% 16.34% 0.0% 5.54% 0.0% 7.83%

Not Provided N/A 56.50% N/A 33.80% N/A 46.35% N/A 47.80%

Total N=314 N=730 N/A N=954 N/A N=832 N/A N=750



DPA Definition % PEAR definition Benchmark

50% to 59% of package 20.42% 60% of package 8.62%

60% to 69% of package 4.05% 70% of package 9.04%

70% to 79% of package 26.13% 80% of package 6.59%

80% to 89% of package 13.06% 90% of package 1.78%

90% to 99% of package 2.85% 100% of package 9.38%

100% of package 10.51% It is not defined 16.91%

I have no clue 22.97% I have no clue 27.9%

It is flexible 19.78%

Total N=666 N=1183

How is your deemed pensionable amount (DPA) defined? Your DPA is that 

portion of your income, on which you retirement benefits are based.
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Financial wellness
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Most companies offer Wellness programmes to their employees. 

Should UCT provide you with a  more holistic Wellness programme, 

which include financial wellness would you be interested?
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Holistic financial solutions UCT Benchmark

Medical counselors (Psychologists, Nutritionists etc) 10.15% 11.55%

Legal services 9.83% 10.23%

Holistic financial wellness programmes 8.79% 9.37%

Debt counsellors 5.33% 3.01%

Money management and budgeting tools 10.75% 11.28%

Education services (sourcing bursaries and funding for children) 9.04% 10.73%

Trauma counselling 5.96% 4.11%

Career planning and mentorship programmes 8.98% 8.93%

Financial literacy programmes 8.66% 5.49%

Financial and investment monitoring (a financial mentor/ buddy) 8.91% 11.50%

Access to financial planning/ advisors and benefit counsellors 13.61% 13.81%

Total N=3153 N=3627

What do you think UCT's range of options for holistic financial 

solutions should include? You may select more than one option.
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To what extent do you experience financial stress?
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Financial stressors UCT Benchmark

Not being able to save for the future 12.79%¹ 10.64%²

Not having enough for unanticipated emergencies 11.84%² 10.39%³

Short term debt obligations (car payments, credit cards, personal loans) 10.80%³ 13.76%¹

Paying for school and/or university fees 7.71%⁴ 7.73%⁵

Long term debt obligations (home loans) 7.21%⁵ 5.95%

Not on track to be able to retire 6.57% 7.27%

Extended family financial obligations and/or ad hoc requests for financial support 6.52% 8.31%⁴

Keeping up appearances 0.10% 0.74%

Financially vulnerable if I become disabled 2.97% 3.92%

Leaving my family financially vulnerable if and when I die 3.78% 3.22%

Paying for medical aid 5.47% 3.31%

Continue on next slide

What are your TOP 5 sources of Financial Stress?
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Financial stressors UCT Benchmark

Paying medical expenses 5.07% 3.37%

Not being able to meet monthly expenses 6.02% 6.81%

The volatility of the stock market 1.79% 1.44%

The volatility of the Rand 3.93% 3.00%

The volatility of the petrol price 1.54% 2.85%

Partner’s spending habits 0.95% 1.69%

Own spending habits 2.06% 3.28%

Financially vulnerable if I lose assets due to crime and/or natural events 2.04% 2.33%

Total N=2010 N=3262

What are your TOP 5 sources of Financial Stress?
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How do you cope with Financial Stress?
You may select more than one option.
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Level of indebtedness
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How often are you able to meet all of your debt obligations?
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Since you have been unable to meet your debt obligations at some 

point, how have you managed this? You make select more than one 

option.
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Budgeting
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Do you personally have any control or influence over the household 

budget?
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Do you make use of a budget to manage your 

household spend?
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Do you make use of a budget to manage your 

household spend?
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Reasons for not budgeting UCT Benchmark

Was not aware of household budgeting as a means to manage spend 2.42% 6.36%

Have just not budgeted in the past 29.84% 18.11%

I don't think a budget is necessary/ Budgets are too much hard work to maintain 14.92% 12.72%

I use my banking statement to manage my monthly spend 45.97% 56.61%

I do not know how to budget 6.85% 6.20%

Total N=248 N=613

So you do not make use of a household budget to manage your 

spend, why not?
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How often does your monthly expense amount exceed your monthly 

income?
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Provision for retirement
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Set goals (Yes) UCT Benchmark

Career 70.25% 72%

Financial 67.64% 73%

Retirement 64.57% 74%

Family or life planning 59.22% 68%

Total N=556 N=968

Have you set any of the following goals for yourself and how far off course or 

on par are you with these goals? You may select more than one option.
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Goals 1 3 5

Career 18.28% 10.00% 25.69% 22.78% 33.33% 31.53%

Financial 26.88% 18.28% 27.63% 26.58% 14.56% 15.14%

Retirement 30.82% 28.59% 25.85% 23.67% 21.68% 17.78%

Family or life planning 24.01% 21.72% 20.84% 20.03% 30.42% 27.08%

I don’t plan or set goals N/A 21.41 N/A 6.95% N/A 8.47%

Total N=279 N=640 N=619 N=1238 N=309 N=720

Have you set any of the following goals for yourself and how far off 

course or on par are you with these goals? 

40

Rank each on a scale where: 

1 = far off course, 3 = neither on par or off par and 5 = on par



Likely to retire UCT Benchmark

<45 years 0.00% 1.65%

45 to 50 years 1.14% 3.79%

51 to 55 years 4.90% 13.61%

56 to 65 45.76% 58.50%

65+ 34.64% N/A

I will not retire 6.54% 15.55%

I have no clue 7.03% 6.90%

Total N=612 N=1029

At what age do you think you are most likely to retire from active 

employment or income generation?
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Total retirement savings UCT Benchmark

Nothing, I have had other priorities 9.32% 12.08%

I just started to save towards it 6.66% 8.94%

Less than R200K 12.81% 16.90%

R200 to R300K 6.82% 9.82%

R300 to R400K 9.32% 4.91%

R400 to R500K 3.83% 5.80%

R500 to R600K 2.50% 2.85%

R600 to R750K 2.83% 4.03%

R750K to R1m 8.82% 6.68%

R1m to R5m/ R1m+ 28.79% 28.00%

R5m to R10m 6.82%

R10m+ 1.50%

Total N=601 N=1018

If you had to estimate, how much do you think you have CURRENTLY saved or 

accumulated towards your retirement goals?
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Financial contingencies UCT Benchmark

Nothing, I am in trouble 15.99% 10.49%

Nothing, I think that my retirement investments with UCT is more than enough for me 9.15% N/A

I have a retirement annuity 23.70% 35.46%

I have some investments (Unit trusts, call account, savings at bank) 27.89% 26.94%

I have other property which I intend to rent out 11.47% 12.81%

I have additional income on the side related to my hobbies 3.53% 5.66%

I will rent out part of my primary residence to student, tenants or holiday makers 5.51% 3.58%

I will draw an income from other business interests 2.76% 5.96%

Total N=907 N=1678

What financial contingencies other than retirement provision with 

UCT have you CURRENTLY put in place for the future and/ or 

specifically for your retirement? 
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Is your post retirement medical aid provision currently being 

subsided by UCT?
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Do you think it is  a good idea to put money aside now to cover your 

future medical expenses?
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Are you currently making provision/ saving towards your post-

retirement medical aid contributions?
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Cash in withdrawal benefit UCT Benchmark

Definitely yes 6.01% 8.58%

Probably yes 10.35% 8.38%

Might or might not 14.86% 13.82%

Probably not 24.37% 20.18%

Definitely not 44.41% 49.04%

Total N=599 N=991

Will you cash in your retirement fund benefits if and when you 

change jobs?
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Advice and financial planning
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Sources of financial advice UCT Benchmark

Family members/ friends/ colleagues 25.09% 18.55%

Someone at the bank 9.06% 11.90%

I ask someone in Human Resources 3.83% 1.64%

I Google everything 15.33% 15.72%

I have a personal advisor/ broker 18.47% 23.70%

There is an advisor or broker at work 0.87% 2.83%

Accountant/ Lawyer 2.00% 4.19%

I just do my own thing and hope for the best 16.64% 11.62%

I am quite knowledgeable about this stuff so I do it myself 8.71% 9.85%

Total N=1148 N=2194

Where do you go to for any form of advice related to your finances? 
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Please select your TOP 3 sources of advice



Do you see any value in financial advice?
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What do you think UCT should 

do differently for you as an 

employee with regards to the 

current benefits you receive? 

What additional benefits should 

be on offer and what would you 

like to have less of and why?

Final thoughts…
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Key themes and concerns of older staff

52

“Thinking about retirement, stresses 

the hell out of me. I don’t want to 

think or talk about it” More than
R90 000, older than 60

“Definitely access to financial literacy and 

planning - debt management is a big 

problem. More extensive communication 

of current benefits. Basic retirement 

concepts available in more languages”
R80 000 to R89 999, 46 to 50 years

“They could offer mandatory 

sessions to go over retirement 

benefits and explain the effects 

better. Appears to be too 

complicated at the moment” 
R60 000 to R69 999, 51 to 55 years

“I found the supported 

sessions with a clinical 

psychologist enormously 

helpful in planning where / 

what I wanted to do with my 

last years of career and post 

retirement. A sub-set of this 

was to sort out my finances -

for which I used appropriate 

advisors” 
R50 000 to R59 999, older than 60

“If there is one area where the university can really make a invaluable 

contribution to staff who choose UCT as a long term career , is to provide 

access to "life style "planners as opposed to simply a financial advisor, or 

med aid advisor , or retirement advisor ( by then it is too late !!) and  then 

map out a path for the employee with various mile stones to tick off , that 

is a holistic approach to the type of quality of life that the staff member 

wants to live now ( reality checks important ) and more so , how this may 

dovetail fairly seamlessly into a post employment way and quality of life”
R50 000 to R59 999, Older than 60



Key themes and concerns of younger staff
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“All benefits to be available in an 

easy to understand way for all 

staff at all levels. I had resigned 

from UCT but it was not made 

very clear by Sanlam and UCT 

staff that taking a small portion 

from the pension would be so 

heavily taxed by SARS when 

not at pensionable age. I 

returned to work at UCT again 

and I now know rather to 

transfer the funds into an 

investment or retirement annuity 

than taking a portion in cash 

should I leave before retirement 

age” 
R10 000 to R14 999, 41 to 45 years 

“UCT does not currently pay for 

employees medical aid premiums, 

they should pay this in full or in part 

over and above the Cost of 

Employment.  It is not necessary to 

have disability cover as part of the 

retirement fund”
R50 000 to R59 999, 26 to 30

“Provide better knowledge 

sources for younger staff 

members. All sessions are 

focused at people who are 

close to retirement and 

understand all the terminology.

This is my first permanent job 

and I don't understand all of the 

terminology and processes and 

often find myself more 

confused after attending 

UCTRF meetings where they 

only focus on retirees and not 

those who still have 30 years to 

work”
R20 000 to R29 999 26 to 30

“UCT should offer more additional 

support to employees about financial 

education. Most of the time even 

provident fund info is difficult to 

understand. It should be part of 

induction to the institution.  Also career 

advancement should in par with 

financial education”
R30 000 to R39 999, 31 to 35



Key themes and concerns of younger staff
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“It's really great that UCT offers so much training regarding company benefits but the 

sessions are very intense and sometimes difficult to understand. The session should be 

presented in layman’s terms. Not all of us understand how financial implications. How 

about subsidised medical aid for staff? Also, as employees it is not easy to study part-

time at UCT. How about offering more comprehensive degree courses on a part-time 

basis for PASS staff? This will really makes feel as part of the University” 

R15 000 to R19 999, 36 to 40



⧁ Medical Aid (153)

- Cost, Choice, Flexibility (92)

- Subsidy: (57)

- Subsidy: post retirement (5)

⧁ Advice (60)

- Financial advisor (independent, 

customised, UCT based (58) 

- Lifestyle planners (2)

⧁ Member sessions (92)

- Education on benefit structure (56)

- Regular Feedback (36)

⧁ Subsidies 33

- Housing (17)

- Retirement (14)

- Car scheme (2)

⧁ Study Assistance (11)

Key themes of concern
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Key themes of concern

56

Review remuneration (salary, bonuses, incentives) Discovery is too expensive

Wellness programmes in convenient time-slots

- work-life balance

- More gyms and healthier cafeteria options

Medical insurance instead of medical aid

Personal loan facility Medical aid GAP cover

Risk benefits (Spouse Cover, funeral for extended 

family

Support for PASS staff

Increase retirement age to 68 or 70 Study assistance (more leave, zero fees)

Career development for staff and their GR 11 learners Clinical Psychologist sessions helpful but limited

On campus parking fees Preferential rates for staff from insurers & banks

Customised information and advice sessions 

- Wealth manager for staff over 60

Personal life coaching & Guidance (Psychologist)

Choice & flexibility of all benefits Offshore banking 

Change PPS System An incentivised programme to assist non-budgeters



Answer

Salary increases. Definitely not interested in medical aid

UCT can at least contribute half of the medical aid. I am a single parent (R2815 Me plus 1 child). I provide for my 

household above and that is so stressfull.

Assist with Medical Aid.  Allow one to join a Medical Aid of Choice 

Suitable Medical Aid options other than discovery 

Dental cover 

Regular newsletters about financial wellness, health etc

Paid time off for community service

More personal advice.  

Benefits/allocations for dependents. At the moment staff receive the same salaries regardless of how far it has to 

stretch. This is an unfair practice.

UCT should pay a portion for my retirement fund and medical aid

Better bonus system and better salaries for Clinical Recearchers Workers

Advise me about the future money matters ,what is best for the employee

In your opinion, what do you think UCT should do differently for you as an 

employee with regards to the current benefits you receive? What additional 

benefits should be on offer and what would you like to have less of and why?
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Definitely access to financial literacy and planning - debt management is a big problem. More extensive 

communication of current benefits. Basic retirement concepts available in more languages.

UCT could have an equivalent of a financial adviser available to staff. The person would know what UCT offers 

staff and then advise staff of what is needed in addition to this. This person would also make regular contact with 

staff to remind them or ask if they needed to meet and assess if things have changed etc. Something based on 

the way the biannual wellness assessments work where it is easy to make a short personal appointment, and 

situated close to your office/building 

Assist with financial planning and investments. Subisidise medical aid

an early question related to the percentage of income on retirement - someting like that. I see it can be 100% but 

when I got employed I didn't know options, sort of defaulted to 75%. Need info on the options here and how to 

change.

Subsidize medical aid. Clear promotion process for PASS staff

have dedicated financial advisors at the disposal of staff members

I do not know.

A proper medical aid subsidy like many other companies offer. 



Current UCT benefits are on par.  

Single parents should be receive careful financial consideration from UCT

There absolutely should be more options available in terms of where we can source Medical Aid from. Having 

ONLY Discovery Health gives us  no choice. Medical Aid in South Africa, in general, is shocking, but we should be 

able to choose among a few (probably equally bad) policies and not have to go with one company. And, the 

institution should negotiate a better deal with the companies it does sign agreements with. Medical Aid expenses 

(for which we have only hospital cover) is not an insignificant amount of my salary each month. 

By allowing me to cancelled medical aid i think UCT do differently regards to the current benefits  I receive.  

I think UCT has done enough, only me can start budgeting and saving.

I would prefer a better layman's approach to the education on the topic of the UCTRF and education on how to 

manage, save and invest money. Guidance on where, when and how to invest money.

I do not know. I am 51 and struggling to provide for my dependents and my mind shuts down with fear of the future.

UCT must give us incentive bonus because we work very hard and we are not being rewarded for that.



UCT only seems to offer full day courses on preparing for retirement. I am unable to take a 

whole day off work to attend. I have just too many teaching and research commitments. I 

would like to attend a shorter session of a few hours to get more information on planning 

for retirement. I would also appreciate the service of a financial advisor. I went to a 

financial advisor last year but realised afterwards that I agreed to too high a fee for him on 

my investment. Now I don't know who I can trust. I am also unsure whether to rather invest 

my savings in property or shares.

I am satisfied with what is offered

Allow the life cover, part of the retirement portfolio to be delinked from it. If I leave UCT 

(thus Pension fund), the life policy I have contributed towards becomes null and void - thus 

of no further benefit to me.

UCT to assist  workers to do skills of their choice not necessary in line with their current 

work.

I am quite happy with what UCT offers

We should not be compelled to use Discovery Medical aid. They are expensive and I still 

pay for all of  my out of hospital medical expenses cash.  I don’t go to the dentist because I 

can afford it. I neglect my health. 

Financial advisers or seminars on coping with your finances

There needs to be opportunity to meet with a financial advisor/ planner/ someone to help 

plan for retirement and investment, at UCT.  Every year we get forms to sign, etc., but 

there is little real explanation of the information



Contribute to pension fund.

NA. I’m on  contract

we need to know how to budget and we also need to the power of compound interest so that we can start saving more

Be able to borrow from the pension fund and not be expected to pay it back or be borrowed at a lower interest rate than the 

banks. When one cannot meet all their financial obligations I feel the employer might be able to assist in a way. 

UCT should assist aa percentage of what im paying for medical aid. Offer home subsidy for staff.

Free medical aid

Possibly an alternative to Discovery Medical Aid as the monthly contributions far outweigh the value obtained from the 

savings & benefits. If one looks at the overall performance of the Discovery Group, they seem to be doing extremely well to 

the detriment of the general membership.

I think that we are quite lucky with the benefits that we do have. However, I think that UCT can provide better financial 

support to staff who having to make use of other educational institutions like UNISA, CPUT, etc. Working in a Servicing 

Dept. generally does not allow one to study at UCT, so we are forced to do so at other institutions. So can't we qualify for the

75% rebate too?

Providing financial advisors to their staff is one of the best benefits UCT can do. When I resigned from a permanent position

in 2010, not even HR staff told me about the options available to me, other than telling me that I cannot continue 

contributing towards my pension.  



Better medical cover

I don't think UCT are obligated to do anything, but it would be really great for employees if they did offer advice 

and counselling regarding saving for retirement to get non-budgeters like myself to start paying more attention to 

what we spend. Maybe some sort of incentivized programme would work, although I'm not sure how that could 

work. 

UCT Staff need options on medical aid providers. 

1. My medical contribution is a lot. I which that that can be reduced. The link I am on, is expensive and I still 

need to pay for some for medical expenses which is not covered.

2. Contribution for parking is expensive. I stay far, and therefore I have to travel by car, as the public transport is 

not reliable.

3. As a staff member you are limited to what you can study, as the courses are expensive that you would like to 

do. At the University of Witwatersrand after you become a permanent staff member you can take up the offered 

to go study and you don't need to pay for it. This is a benefit for the staff to help them to educate themselves, for 

those who could not afford to study.

4. Maybe the availability of a loan on provident fund to cover for the unforeseen emergencies. This can then be 

deducted from your salary monthly, after all this is my contribution to retirement.

They should subsides their medical aid and pension

All pre 1997 benefits has been taken away.  There is no financial assistance for staff.  Not that it will  benefit or 

be of some help now for me.     



If UCT could give us a choice to choose on different Medical Aid it should help.The current Medical Aid is too 

high for my level worse if i would add a family member, it hit the pocket painfully more especially when i'm in 

good health kind of a person.   

Subsidise medical aid, give housing allowance and introduce 13th cheque and reduce parking fee, give Africans 

opportunity to senior positions.

Compulsory financial/retirement planning seminar when joining UCT's pension fund, so that everyone is 

educated/enlightened with regard to the pitfalls of being complacent or relying on partners for future financial 

stability, and is thereby encouraged to set up and maintain their own personal retirement planning from as early 

as possible.

Financial planning advice for those who do not have an income over and above their regular salaries, and who 

therefore, cannot afford the services of a financial planner, but need guidance on decisions which will affect their 

future and their retirement situation.

I think UCT should subsidise medical and should have minimum salary for different pay class irrespective of 

how much is allocated on the funding budget. I refer to projects that are external funded.

None

I think UCT can assist their workers who are in pay class 2-5 in their own children's education like the tuition 

rate could also go towards school.

In housing assistance as well. UCT could help in time of need whether it is a loan.

Medical Aid they would pay 50% and employees pay 50%.

Have support and always encourage staff to use these services and have means for checking with the staff. of 

what they know about the services which are provided by UCT for them.  



Financial advisor would be a good idea for staff in trouble.

I would like to have the option of someone explaining how to buy an annuity upon retirement and what is the 

best route to follow if a spouse is still alive and how long the spouse would receive the annuity after the main 

member's death

I personally have been underpaid for last 21 years at pay-class 4!

Because I'm 5/8 post I couldn't get 75% off university fees!

So at UCT the less your income the less your benefits!!!

It is tooo late to do anything for my family!!!

I tried years ago to pay more into my pension but was told 5% maximum could be added!! That is really silly 

on my low income! I also want to retire and keep paying into the pension until I turn 65 but was told that 

would not be possible!

Additional retirement annuity plans could be offered. 

100% rebate for staff and their family for studying

In depth seminars will be helpful. I would think to assist staff early ages with financial planning, currently it is 

provided close to your retirement

I think UCT offers good benefits.  The medical aid costs are staggering to me, I have a comprehensive plan 

for my family as we have quite high medical costs but I'm not sure what UCT could do about that - maybe 

contribute towards it?  Although I know we're on a COE ... If UCT had a financial advisor person we could go 

to for free I think that would be really really helpful.



One on one meetings with Financial advisor re retirement package for advice on how to improve contributions 

for a better payout.

If my voice can be heard I would like UCT to change the PPS system.  Currently it is not serving the purpose.   

I would like access to a financial planner who is independent

As I am married and 5 years short of retirement the answers I have given are very different to 10 or 20 years 

ago. If my husband didn't work and put money into a retirement fund and save I would not be in a reasonable 

position financially.

I had my job evaluated 2 years ago and is really disappointed because the computerised system and man had 2 

different outcomes concerning my pay class.I feel robbed.

No fees for studies. More study leave.

Personal assistance for retirement advise.

Maybe subsidise more like the medical aid

Not sure

I Think UCT can help.

Better medical benefits



UCT makes no contribution to either pension or medical aid. 

UCT should contribute towards pension and medical aid like other companies.

UCT should advise all staff about the various benefits and have more information sessions with staff.

housing subsidy or access to make loan from pension in emergencies.

thinking about retirement,stresses the hell out of me.dont want to think or talk about it 

It will be  blessing and financial relief  if UCT can give staff first preference to university admissions at 100% rebate. 

Make sure that matric level staff salary level market related so staff don't live in poverty.

Staff benefit  bursaries for school kids to attend good schools. Like Wynberg High, Rondebosch or Bishops.

The exceeds awards should be done away with as it brings about corruption. That money can be put into school or 

university rebate.

I would like UCT to give subsidy on home loans and medical aids, if possible.

At this moment there is nothing that I can think of that I want less of. 



I would like the psychologists sessions to be more per family. My family experience a trauma last year and I could 

only afford my son to go as he was suffering of depression and was suicidal. I could not make an appointment for 

myself as it is a limited amount which I thought he should have it. Because of this I suffer from anxiety attacks. I see 

my doctor and he gives me tablets to cope. I don't take it everyday and it lasts me about 4-5 months as I have done 

research and don't want to become addicted. I still need to go for myself but started a new job and had to get use to 

my new department work changes, keeping a close eye on my son who is depressed. I have another son who is 

ADHD and my emotional state can take its toll. I understand that some people abuse the system but if a follow up 

can be done on certain cases which is seen as on going and hard to manage would be great. I should be more 

careful with finances but its so hard to cover all the 'holes' if a partner has been without work and ofcourse extra 

expenses has to cover take.  

For staff members who don't have kids, the staff tuition benefit should be transferable to ONE alternative nominee.  

Unmarried staff members should also have the choice of joining their own medical aid and be allowed to provide 

proof of membership same as married staff members who are members on their spouse's medical aid.

I really do not know.



Better information around medical coverage in the future

I really think that with regards to Medical Aid there should be a choice of which Vendor we can have - Discovery 

is one of the most expensive.

The various options for such as increasing DPA & " buying back" service should be explained to every new staff 

member when they receive their first salary. The salary slip explained in detail & thereafter, on an annual basis 

when staff receive increases.

Maybe a saving plan

Not sure

I do not currently receive any benefits from UCT. My full-time contracted ended last year due to austerity 

measures and I am now on a part-time contract that only runs until the end of 2017. My greatest source of 

financial stress comes from the fact that in 5 months I am unemployed.

I feel UCT could cover more of the medical aid on per person risk basis. Also a housing subsidy should be added.

Unbiased financial advice from somebody who does not work on commission

Less mail from the retirement fund, especially paper mail. More holistic support on managing life

Better home load subsidy support. The agreement with FNB is a start, but it is limited to this specific bank. As a 

long standing client at Standard Bank, a similar agreement with this and other banks will greatly assist with home 

purchase/security. 

Greater investment in health well-being programmes, including more affordable and better choices of healthy 

food on campus.



They should help me financially. UCT does not do anything for me. They take 40 % of my income and do not pay for 

medical or retirement. this is because i am on soft money. So I pay UCT to work there.

The ability to control the deductions with terms of retirement and also more Medical Aid options with cheaper plans.

Medical aid is heavy - currently I am healthy but on chronic medication. However my medical aid runs out early on -

I am now unable to afford normal annual check ups - eg. Gynecological/ dental - these should surely be rewarded 

and encouraged.

I believe that simply being on the retirement plan is not enough and old colleagues have found themselves in trouble 

when retiring.

Everything. I haven't received any open or clear information about my cost of employment, pension or health 

insurance. I've received piecemeal advice that doesn't really take my situation into account. 

All fine thanks

I am not sure

Stop wasting money on rubbish and just pay us the salary uct agreed to.

nothing specific but maybe to is worth noting who takes part in the wellness days and ask if everyone is able to 

access during those times?

50% contribution from UCT on the medical aid.



1) Definitely provide us with financial advice consultants. 

2) Definitely provide us with tax consultant advice every year. Every place I have worked in the US (3) provided their 

staff with free annual tax advice. This would be especially useful as the tax situation for academics can be different to 

outside academia and getting tailored advice would be really helpful and far more cost effective than everyone paying 

their own consultant, especially as the wealthiest staff can afford expensive lawyers but early career staff cannot. 

3) I needed to answer I don't know to a lot of these questions because I genuinely do not know if UCT covers my 

medical aid when I retire or a lot about these issues. It would help if there was more clarity on this. I find the emails 

related to these issues use complicated language that often obscures the meaning so I seldom get much from them. 

Hence, my hope for the best approach even though I am very fiscally conservative. 

At least UCT should contribute a good percentage to current medical aid. Partners and children of UCT should also 

receive rebates on fees irregardless of contract type and duration they are on.

UCTRF retirement presentations are very good, and should perhaps be more effort to get people to attend earlier in 

career. I went fairly early, but too late to make much of a difference.

UCT needs to increase my salary first foremost; UCT must subsidise medical aid by at least 50 % for all staff; UCT 

must provide housing allowance; UCT must give bonuses (12th cheque); UCT must give 100 % staff rebate towards 

education.

How about mortgage loan help?



In terms of current benefits, I don't see medical aid as a benefit at all... we don't get any discount and/or UCT doesn't 

pay a portion on behalf of staff, so I'd say that UCT could do better at actually providing a medical aid benefit than 

pretending to.

They are doing a lot, perhaps having insurance for spousal income will assist even if it's only guaranteed half of an 

employees current insurance.

People ought to be advised that they can increase their pensionable amount, even if they take a hit in deductions -

and advise people better on options post-compulsory retirement.

Subsidised medical aid. Improved retirement  benefits

Help those of use who come from previously disadvantaged backgrounds understand these benefits. I support 2 

households (in another province) and myself. Expenses are increasing and responsibilities just do not end. I think I 

am doing okay by saving and budgeting so that I don’t feel financially stressed. BUT I just don’t know if I am doing 

okay with future planning. I am not confident to even purchase unit trusts (because of risks, ignorance and so on). 

This just cannot be good! My parents don’t have savings, let alone bank accounts. It would be great if UCT took note 

of who we are and where we come from and thus what our needs might be, even though some of us have degrees. 

Nobody at UCT tells you what option to select for your retirement fund. It would be great if we could have access to a 

list of advisors - trusted ones.

I don’t even know if I qualify for a home loan - I probably do but I just don’t know how I would make it work given my 

family responsibilities! This is a stress. Rent is so expensive. Is there a smart way to go about planning for this? I 

don’t know what to ask or the language to use most of the time - it's embarrassing! I find group sessions unkind to 

those of us who struggle to even understand the technical jargon. It seems insensitive to some of us and our 

everyday reality. I like the idea of a financial mentor, sounds interesting and worth exploring if there is a demand.



I would appreciate financial planning services and the ability to have management acknowledge staff members 

efforts from a rewards and recognition perspective especially if they are hardworking, reliable and they take on 

additional tasks. 

Equality is essential and reviewing whether our posts are correctly graded as some staff are employed at a higher 

level but we operate and do the same work but are not compensated equally. This could ensure that staff are able 

to better manage finances and they are actually being compensated for a role that is at the level that they operate 

at. IT not only motivates staff but helps financially as well and builds loyalty and retains staff.

I think that PASS staff should have the chance to be promoted in order to move upwards into another payclass 

without having to regrade the same job. Just as there are junior and senior lecturers - PASS staff should have a 

similar opportunity.

Financial advice in all aspects as mentioned in your survey is key and would be very welcome - although a bit late in 

the day for me.

I think  as uct employee we should pay less on Medical aid so that we can save extra money and have housing 

allowances, and our children education because uct pay fees but not all institutions and not all children can learn at 

universities. we suggest that  uct must rebate for Technikons as well please.Thanks

No comments

UCT needs to offer more support to PASS staff- we always seem to be the last to be asked or surveyed, but are the 

backbone on the institute



If possible, UCT should cover at least part of the medical scheme costs and explore options with other reliable 

providers instead of sticking to Discovert Health which is getting quite expensive for families.  

I'm not sure 

I have been on contract for a very long time with UCT (research soft-funded) without the possibility of becoming a 

permanent employee. I would like to become permanent staff. There is not security in my job which leads to 

massive stress.

The university should partly subsidise our payments to our Provident Fund.  I am currently on my spouse's medical 

aid (government medical aid-GEMS), therefore I'm not too concerned about UCT's medical aid.

I would like UCT to pay 75% of studies for my kids, spouse, and myself not just if we are accepted at UCT, but also 

if we are able to study at UNISA, UWC, CPUT, or University of Stellenbosch.  I would also like UCT to still pay 75% 

of studies for me and my spouse for part time/correspondence studies, because we obviously are employed during 

the day and cannot study full time.  It's unethical that UCT would state that they'll pay 75% of studies at UCT for 

full time studies only, when they know that their employee and possibly their spouse would be working full time, 

and therefore will not benefit from this discount.

Not sure

I have no idea.

The benefits currently on offer seem sufficient BUT with the prospect of compulsory state medical aid 

contributions, I am interested how the UCT medical aid subsidy will be effected. 



I think salary should be according to qualifications and experience.

I find it odd that some managers do not have a masters degree in the department and campus where I work - I 

cannot speak for the whole of UCT. 

Also, the flexibility of working from home should be an option as a working parent and professional and the type of 

work I am doing, I can work from home on that day and meet the deadline without coming into the office.   

I receive only general employee information from UCT HR - never any specifically personal info not even on very 

issues, e.g. on the 31st Dec in the year I turned 65 I was finally advised that current service contract and conditions 

of employment would continue for as long as I maintained my NRF rating. That is leaving things to the last minute 

literally, when knowledge of this is vitally important for one's investment choice of one's UCTRF investment. Also, I 

was NOT informed by HR that my 6x annual salary life assurance discontinued at age 65 and so have had only the 

normal 1x annual salary GLA over the past 3 years. I learnt this from my financial advisor. This is not good!

UCT must look at their salary structure. The gaps between the pay classes are far to huge. They should be narrowing 

these gaps.

Remove requirement to enrol in Discovery Med scheme, or offer wider range of (cheaper) medical aid options.

I need to be more aware. To a certain degree, I don't even understand my payslip.



I have no expectation of any further benefits to be offered by UCT.  I have been with UCT for 25 years and have 

made my plans according to what was on offer and what investments and advice I needed to seek outside of 

UCT.

Financial Advice once a month.

I do not think my salary package is commensurate with the amount of work I do, my responsibilities as 

academic, or the benefits I bring into the University - both monetary (i.e, in the form of grant income) and 

otherwise. That said, I recognize that times are tough, and the socioeconomic environment in SA means that 

there are others with far less.

I would like UCT to offer much more personalized financial advice: given how much time I spend at work and 

after hours consumed with research and academic matters, there is very little scope for engaging meaningfully 

with financial planning. If not personalized, it would be nice to get some sense that the University is genuinely 

invested in the financial health of its employees - and not just paying lipservice via a series of very generic, and 

very public, road-shows. 

I think that UCT should do more in terms of medical and psychological care. 

Actually the pension fund has been one of my better performing investments.  I have lost considerably by 

comparison through my preservation fund as well as an RA that I have subsequently transferred to another 

company.

Would like UCT to subsidise Medical Aid even if it is not part of the medical aids they have on offer. 

market them and make them more visible



Nothing. I really don't need coffee and muffins when I get in in the morning.

I can't comment

psychological counselling, how to ensure medical aid contributions after 60

It would prefer to invest my UCTRF contribution in property, or however I choose to.  I don't agree that the 

employer should govern how I "save" for my retirement.  I may not even live that long, if I invest in property I can at 

least enjoy the benefits now while still saving for the future.  I'm banking on the fact that I will leave UCT at some 

point (within the next couple of years) and get my investment back.

No comment thank you

Anything that can make our investment  grow in the future

No further comment.

Give more information about financial planning

I don't rely on my employer. 

happy with current benefits



At least 3 medical Aid options. Having one (with the potential of a second discussed) does not offer choices 

and financial options. The wellness week we have once a year is pathetic, it does not serve any purpose other 

than some free stuff and an hour out of the office. Staff based facilities where we can come together with our 

families and rebuild the community.

I'm clueless as to what UCT offers. I would probably ask to be subsidized on medical aid, and be covered post 

retirement. 

UCT should assess all job descriptions in different departments differently.  Staff should be remunerated 

accordingly and and not what people under similar job titles (with completely different job discriptions).

Look after employees and don't allow their income to fall below inflation and market-related indices. 

Simply pay us in terms of our pay policy - and do not constantly deviate from it!

No comments

UCT should cover half of the medical aid and retirement fund.

UCT used to offer personal loans. That would be useful

Offer more than one medical aid as an option. Specifically, Bestmed as an option would be good.

Pay their staff more so that they can Retire with peace of mind



More explanation of how to accumulate retirement benefits

Medical Aid should be subsided, as is done by other HE institutions.  CPUT pay R5000 per month to each 

employee, irrespective on the monthly medical contribution.  Any difference below R5000 is paid to the employee, 

any difference above R5000 is for the employee to cover

Uct should give loans to staff. There should be car scheme for staff

Forcing staff to retire at any age for whatever reason  (except legally proven gross negligence etc ) is a stressor. 

There should be no compulsory retirement age so long as performance is sustained.

N/ A

I'm quite happy with things as they are

Not sure what they have in place.

It's really great that UCT offers so much training regarding company benefits but the sessions are very intense 

and sometimes difficult to understand. The session should be presensted in laymens terms. Not all of us 

understand how financial implictons.  How about subsidised medical aid for staff??  Also, as employees it is not 

easy to study partime at UCT. How about offering more comprehensive degree courses on a part-time basis for 

PASS staff? This will really makes feel as part of the University.

Perhaps UCT could make a more substantial employer contribution to the pension and medical aid and which 

does not form part of your COE - because essentially you are paying in FULL as the employee.

UCT should think of ways to reward their long standing staff for their loyalty



For my personal situation I am satisfied with what UCT offers, perhaps there should be more gyms spread across 

the campuses to reduce the waste of time spent getting and coming back from gyms. Better, healthier cafeteria 

foods.

None UCT covers us well!

Since it is my pension that I am saving towards. I should be allowed to borrow from it as the money is needed now 

to survive not when I am dead. At this rate, I might not make it to retirement.

UCT should improve the medical benefits that are currently on offer for retirees.

UCT does plenty.

better post retirement medical aid 

Access to a financial advisor recommended by UCTRF  would be helpful

UCT should inform the young about saving for their future by advising them about the different levels of investment 

towards their pension.  Purchase extra pension on a monthly basis and to choose the high risk for a period of time.  

Cut down on the death cover and add to the monthly pension amount in the future.  We have the option of leaving 

our pension to our children/family member of choice.  

Funeral policy for family and extended family within the UCTRF.

Reasonably priced portable Group life after retirement.

A free Financial Planner service should be part of the services UCT offers us.



All benefits to be available in an easy to understand way for all staff at all levels. I had resigned from UCT but it was not

made very clear by Sanlam and UCT staff that taking a small portion from the pension would be so heavily taxed by 

SARS when not at pensionable age. I returned to work at UCT again and I now know rather to transfer the funds into an 

investment or retirement annuity than taking a portion in cash should I leave before retirement age.

I think having a financial advisor at UCT would be good. I am not sure if there already is one. 

I am happy with the other services UCT provides.

Medical aid should be subsidized, a housing allowance for staff under a certain payclass, a decent bonus and not as 

part of our salary, better recognition of service, decent incentives.

Financial advice

I would like UCT to contribute towards the medical aid. Currently I pay over r3000 for just a hospital plan and as a result 

my heath is deteriorating  have not been to a dentist or optometrist in years.

Free career counseling for my grade 11 daughter would also help 

I would like to have medical aid paid after retirement

Provide access to wellness services as ticked in this survey e.g. physiotherapy, psychologist, financial advisor etc. 

option of a different more affordable beneficial medical aid other than Discovery.

I would like to see the various options for ones salary package presented/explained more simply (DPA and additional 

service %). 



Discovery is one of the most expensive medical aids and yet we have to be on it. I would like to be able to shop 

around and move.

UCT offers very little to no support for employees. After two years of protests it is junior lecturers who lecture large 

undergraduate courses who have shouldered the burden. We lost research time, holidays, marked under pressure, 

etc. At one point Kramer was shut down under heavy guard and HR had relocated to some secret location. My form 

to pay an external field worker was two days late and HR refused to process it. I was actually asked why was the 

form late? because while i stayed in Kramer when we were evacuated, with our secretary, to attend to the admin of 

my research, my HOD left. because we didnt know where HR was for a while. I don't need counselling and help lines, 

I need UCT to acknowledge the impact this has had and work with us. Streamline your processes, cut out the admin. 

We may not have protests but it is not normal and the sooner UCT changes the better it will be.  

More flexibility around medical aid options. A dedicated help desk for benefit queries. More transparency around the 

benefits UCT has to offer. Recently I made use of by 75% off education benefit when my son came to UCT. It was 

quite daunting as I didn't know where to start - UCT's website was also not user friendly with this regard. If it wasn't 

for that fact I could call on my colleagues in fees for advice, I'm not sure what I would have done - we need more 

awareness in this regard for certain!

Perhaps opportunities to supplement my income? Such as at-home jobs like typing or lay-counseling. 



UCT should approach their staff in a more holistic manner, so I definitely like the idea of incorporating financial 

wellness into the traditional approach to wellness.

UCT must be able to provide a loan option for struggling and indebted employees from their accumalated provident 

fund. Employees must not be scared of being turned down using available cash once off, but then a proper financial 

coaching/ planning should be put in place.

Access to financial planners would be a great help.  It took time for me to find a company that I felt had my interests 

at heart and not trying to push products.  However, it costs to have an external financial planner.  Access to a good 

services would assist staff early on in their careers to budget properly and start saving in a more focussed and 

systematic way.  Staff in their early or mid-career stage need advice  - not when they are 50 years of age. 

Post retirement medical aid would be great. Personal financial advice would be good

Regular e-mail financial information snippets

The GAP cover should be explained as regularly as medical aid and retirement are. Each employee must be 

informed as to how much of their current health benefits will be subsidised post-retirement, if at all. These are prime 

stressors after 60 years of age.

No further comments.

1. get better medical aid options

2. encourage and make it easier for certain jobs to be able to work from home where possible. especially services not 

related to students.

3. job grade- but via an independent 3rd party- my view is that there are a lot of people at uct who are actually not 

needed



I do not need life insurance and I wish that money could go towards my retirement savings, this is the only reason I 

reduced my DPA to 50% because that lowers the amount that I have to contribute towards life insurance which I 

consider to be a complete waste of my money. Actually if I was given the option to leave UCT's retirement fund and 

reduce my life insurance contribution to zero I would do so. I like the idea of someone at UCT being available to give 

advice on investments, I am not sure I make the right choices and when you go online to invest you get bombarded 

with a million options, which often stops me from investing, it would be great to have someone who could reduce 

those to a manageble set of "preferred" options based on my investing criteria. 

To have all this explained FOR ME

UCT should at least subsidize for medical aid contributions

UCT should pay the PASS staff more money and give us a better option for the medical aid cover

UCT should inform me if not enough Tax were deducted from my salary and why. I would not like to be informed the 

day at the Tax offices .....This happened to a colleague ....

Access to financial advisors

I am not sure.

It would be helpful to know if I am on track with my retirement provisions.

Then I could decide if any additional benefits might be helpful or if things should be different.

I think UCT is doing fine. For the rest, I am able to look after myself.



UCT will need to be far more proactive now that we do not have a single Medical aid as part of the conditions of 

employment . Especially where it comes to making it clear to applicants  to UCT the pros and cons of  signing up with a 

particular med aid as opposed to another, the meaning of waiting periods etc, etc and how this all has a bearing on 

budgeting and take home pay. 

A lot of new incoming staff ( read : meeting transformation goals )who have never owned any property before find it 

difficult to know what they can afford and what they cannot etc, and are often at the mercy of unscrupulous estate 

agents ......so a great deal more education needs to be done here since buying a house /flat is single most expensive 

item a staff member will engage in. I think that personally , if there is one area where the university can really make a 

invaluable contribution to staff who choose UCT as a long term career , is to provide access to "life style "planners as 

opposed to simply a financial advisor, or med aid advisor , or retirement advisor ( by then it is too late !!) and  then map 

out a path for the employee with various mile stones to tick off , that is a holistic approach to the type of quality of life

that the staff member wants to live now ( reality checks important ) and more so , how this may dovetail fairly 

seamlessly into a post employment way and quality of life . 

Offshore banking

I would like free medical aid.

I think having a monthly budget and saving for retirement should be emphasized to everyone especially those in early or 

mid-career 

I think the 13th cheque is a benefit to UCT. They invest our monthly savings as their investment and only give you the 

capital without the interest that was accrued over the 11 months.  



I would like not to have to pay medical aid subscriptions each month as my salary as I could do with the extra 

money rather.  I am on a hospital plan only as it is the cheapest but still have to cover my medical expenses over 

and above that.  Being on a medical aid should not be compulsory.  Alternatively, UCT should subsidise the Medical 

Aid.

Advice on tax issues would be useful as professional advice is very expensive.

Assist staff in studying part-time through UCT.

Medical aid subsidy not only on retirement. I'll like to get some money back from medical aid if you don't claim for 

years.

The medical aid is taking a lot of money from the salary, and we still pay cash at the doctors, its ridiculous and a 

huge rip off. I contribute 6000 Rands a month and get 12 000 rands a year to spend. By mid year my medical aid is 

used, because i have a kid with a condition, every doctor visit is a 1000 Rands (450 consultation + medicine another 

500 or so). Rent is very expensive half the salary goes to rent.

Better medical aid options (different companies) that actually will cover costs of important appointments and 

appliances (that you must have to do your work such as spectacles, hearing aids, etc.). Discovery's savings account 

for a year is not nearly enough.

Individual financial assistance /planning advice.

I think UCT does quite a lot already in terms of benefits, but keeping up with at least 75% of national average for 

salaries would make a big difference.



Negotiate better deals on monthly premiums for medical aid, there is currently no benefit to being a UCT employee, I 

would pay the same if I were private.  

The biggest gap is the fact that Discovery doesn't adequately cover medical expenses, particularly day-to-day ones, 

even for families who have no chronic illnesses and seldom get sick. There should be GAP cover. I think the access to 

psychologists through the Wellness Programme is excellent and the number of qualifying sessions shouldn't be cut 

back. 

It will be good to have an indicator of "what value will your money have at retirement" with the annual retirement 

benefit statements. The current Rand value might be deceptive to some if they do not grasp the effect of inflation.

having them contribute more to my medical aid would assist me a lot as I cover the full cost of my medical aid.

also maybe looking at giving their staff bonus from them and not taken from our COE as if its given from UCT we wont 

have that amount taken every month and could assist me a lot but also end of the you would like to receive a bonus 

which helps you with loads of things.

UCT should look at other investment companies to invest our money to reduce administrative fees and give us better 

return on our UCTRF.

UCT should pay us interest in November when paying out our savings (please do not call it bonus)

We need a more cost effective medical aid

Offer Financial advisors and training on financial care



I think UCT should provide more information about how the Retirement fund is structured as to the costs that are 

being charged for fund managers etc. Also possibly allow suggestions from the members as to what fund managers 

are used to manage the fund/s. At present we have little knowledge as to how our money is invested and what costs 

are attached to that.

To take home a living wage so I can cover my self

The stressful nature of working here means that I spend a vast amount of money covering therapy bills (ICAS only 

offers four sessions - which are helpful but insufficient).  I also spend out on other health related costs as I make use 

of complimentary healing practices that are often not covered by medical aid. I would like more mental health 

benefits for myself and my partner. Having a dedicated person to speak to about financial planning would be very 

useful - but this would need to include face to face contact. 

Ensure better leave opportunities create a more equitable and less discriminatory working environment

The only thing that UCT should consider is the medical aid, because sometimes you are not using for almost six 

month but still that money has been deducted, where does that money goes to?

I would like to be able to put more money into my bond. UCT is very strict with the amount I must give to my pension 

fund. If UCT is not subsidizing my pension fund what gives them the right to dictate what I should be doing with my 

money!!



Not very happy with medical aid.   Paying a lot of money for a hospital plan which in my experience pays very little of your 

doctor/hospital bills.   Wish there was a better option with better and more affordable day to day cover.   

Maybe financial advisors where you can feel free to discuss your financial issues/planning etc.

Financial advice   but should be independant. 

1. More study leave for PASS staff engaging in Masters/PhD studies. 12 days per year is just not enough to support 

adequately.  Perhaps supplemented by 3 hours per week working on one's dissertation/thesis that can be worked in by 

arrangement (as is possible for lectures if doing coursework component), or a longer study leave period, even a kind of 3 

month sabbatical in the year prior to submission.   Period one qualifies for could be linked to length of service before/after to 

ensure pay-back (typical in corporate sphere). Could be linked to length of service. This really needs attention for PASS 

staff. This should be more creatively interrogated by management.

2. Financial planning advice and monitoring by trusted professionals (or recommended people at least) - I haven't been to 

one because I am don't trust just anyone.

3.  A better system with more strata of recognizing excellent performance. Exceeds awards are an all-or-nothing often hit-

and-miss joke, used by many line managers to reward staff for loyalty instead of what they are designed for. Even different 

Deans have different understandings of what qualifies.

4.  Serious succession planning for staff to support career development within the university. 

5.  Policy of promotion from within before sourcing from outside UCT should be entrenched. 

6.  I would like to see management value its staff more by giving above inflation annual increases instead of below and not 

damaging the relationship by doing the latter.

7.   A flexible work week with the option to work a shorter work week and longer working hours each day would be fantastic if

it can be done.



I think UCT can offer the services of credible financial advisors - not from banks or investment companies but 

independent ones as these services  are highly priced and therefore one is reluctant to employ such a person.  

Therefore you then  just land up with the bank's financial advisor  whom you are sceptical of and who will take a 

commission from an investment option  which at the age over 60 is a bit annoying.

Don't know

The only benefit I would like to be added is to remove all tuition fees for staff members, please. The only thing I can 

do is educate myself, but with a family, even the 75% rebate, while generous, is not enough. I am academically 

eligible, but have no extra money to register, and current financial constraints mean I am unable to save even a small 

amount, at least for the foreseeable future. Perhaps rethink the 'exceeds bonus' system, too. On two occasions I was 

told by my line manager that they agreed with my assessment of myself as having qualified for an Exceeds 1 and 

motivated on my behalf for such, but during the final feedback a few months later, was told that because there was a 

limited pot of money for this bonus scheme, I would be downgraded to 'Meeting' as they could not afford to pay. 

Either I earned the 'exceeded' rating or I didn't. I'm of the opinion that I have to work for my money. UCT does not 

reward staff fairly for work, especially extra work. Also, my capacity to do work outside of UCT is limited to almost 

zero because of my contract, so I rely entirely on my salary to make ends meet. It's not, then, as if I can use the extra 

hours I work at UCT every week (for which overtime is not paid) and work on something else instead. If I could 

pursue my higher degrees, I could equip myself to apply for better posts. It's a bit of a vicious cycle. Thanks for this 

survey.

Not sure



UCT must give the Same Subsidized Amount towards their Pension. No matter what you earn.

UCT should allow staff to opt for benefits 50% reduced to 30%, staff are adult, and this would assist in attracting 

employees to UCT

I would like to be given the opportunity to discuss what the future would hold specifically for me. I would like to get 

the best advise and even assist with planning for my and my families future.  

We should have a legal person to do "wills" by appointments. UCT should think of having a system to help staff save 

money on a monthly basis, Financially assist staff kids towards education, assist staff with purchasing vehicles with 

lower interest rates.              

It would have been nice to have a  vehicle scheme or subsidy whereby a staff member can purchase a vehicle via 

UCT

after 50 there should be more money deducted for retirement but it must not increase my tax.  The options of buying 

additional pension is not very clear or whether you get any tax relieve. The whole tax on retirement contributions is 

not very clear.

House subsidy

Raise the salary!

I would like contribution towards UCTRF and contribution towards medical aid from UCT.



Explain investment options better

I'd like to have more death and disability insurance for me and my spouse - happy to pay accordingly.

I would like to have my birthday allocated as a leave day without it coming off my annual leave quota; I would also like 

one days leave given to all employees as a religious observance day (so as to acknowledge and encompass the 

religious diversity at UCT)

I do think UCT does a lot already but would appreciate more personal financial advise from a knowledgable HR person 

to steer you in a positive direction that  can benifit you financially.

UCT should suggest for me ways to improve on saving for my retirement

UCT should subsdise our medical aid and give us housing allowance.

I would like to know how to access the medical aid benefits from UCT post retirement

I can not think of any now.

Medical cover benefits because inability to access health due to finances is bad outcome myself and by extension, the 

university.

Housing subsidy/allowance should also be considered. Always, my annual rental increase is higher than my salary 

increase. 

Wellness incentives: access to gym and sports facilities, including fitness coaches should be encouraged and made 

easy to all staff.



Firstly employees should be able to register with a more affordable medical aid other than discovery health. I would 

instead prefer taking hospital cover as the medical aid digs a huge dent in my salary and my husband and i rarely visit the 

doctor. however i am paying R3500 for both of us. That is alot of money given that we both have alot of debt to pay. 

I have a private broker/advisor but more 'inhouse' financial advice/mentoring for younger staff would be ideal. I am also 

not the only breadwinner so together we have over R10 mil in assets. I also receive a lot of pro bono medical treatment as 

my husband is a medical doctor.

This is a difficult question especially since most of the staff are not even really aware of what the benefits that UCT gives

mean.  I know I am covered for disability and death but what does it mean in reality.  What happens when I am involved in 

an accident and become disabled.  In order to answer this question I need to know the facts which I don't at the moment.  

I guess I am one of the lucky ones who at least push my DPA up every year and in so doing am in a better financial 

position.  But is that what I should really be doing?  Would it be better to rather put more money in the "pension" in order 

to get more out.  I think that the benefits sessions given about UCTRF is not User-Friendly.  They should make these 

sessions simpler and focus on the needs of their attendees.  Maybe it is just a matter of making examples so that people 

can relate to what is being said.

Do not invest in new schemes that provide little benefit to members, and most to financial advisors. I do not think the latter 

know too much more than the rest of us. They only know the technical stuff, for which they are overpaid. 

UCT provides adequately and I'm satisfied with their support.



Simplify information so that employee's know what benefits it is that they receive.  It is not clear to me that I receive 

any benefit other than my salary and management of retirement benefits.  As far as I am aware UCT does not 

contribute to  medical aid or retirement. 

More solid financial advice about retirement.

Let us choose a different (more affordable) medical aid. Being bound into Discovery is not democratic! Pay us a more 

competitive salary in line with the salary agreement! We shouldn't have to pay for parking.

Not sure

Some contribution to medical aid.

I do not receive any benefit from UCT. I would like to receive contribution from UCT towards Medical AID, and 

retirement fund as this is lacking if you compare UCT'S lack of benifits to other companies such as government sector 

and other private sectors.

At a previous Institution members were provided with death benefits for when their spouse passed away. It was a 

unique feature that I think presents enormous aid to an incumbent.

Investment portfolios not performing within range of benchmark (Shariah Funds) on a year-on year basis should 

provide members with more information to confirm the due attention with respective Investment streams and help 

members understand whether to switch or maintain investment with respective choice.

Soft funded researchers should be able to be promoted apart from the ad-hoc process



I feel that UCT provides good benefits for staff. I feel strongly that they should raise the retirement age to 68

Some guidance on saving and investments might help.

Give some financial advice options before and on retirement.

I would appredciate  a UCT investment Fund beside the UCTRF that would cover short term investments for 

emergency. The Calamity loans that we had before was a good way to cover emergencies without  too much fuss.

More dentistry benefits, currently paying from my savings. Wellness coaching - Personal coaching

I am not sure.

I would like UCT to offer more financial wellness facilities.  I do not need the medical aid, but might in the near 

future when my husband retires. I wish that UCT did not offer staff to pay a reduced amount of pension fund 

benefits. I did and it's awful now because my fund should look way better than it does currently.  I have this year 

started increasing it to get it back to 100% and then I hope to be more financially stable to be able to buy more 

before I retire. I don't want to become a state pensioner. 

A financial advisor on-site would be valuable

NA

Not sure



I am content with the current benefits and find the UCT Retirement Fund website quite comprehensive with useful 

and helpful tools. However, I think perhaps there coudl be the facility for: 

Meetings:  

- either for meetings to be 'attended' remotely, e.g. carried out on Adobe Connect/Skype for Business 

- and/or summarised in overview, minutes or PDF of presentation, if any, of meeting. 

- and/or recorded so staff can view them at their convenience.

All fine 

I don't know

I would like subsidized medical cover so I can take a 100% package.  The same will apply to pension - subsidized 

so it can be a better deal

Wills. Brokers to explain the options of investment you indicate.

I FEEL THAT THE RETIREMENT FUND IS TO MUCH THAT THEY DEDUCT FROM YOUR SALARY AND THAT 

THEY CAN PAY HALF OF YOUR MEDICAL AID INSTEAD OF THE EMPLOYEE PAYING THE FULL AMOUNT . 

ALSO WITH THE  EMPLOYEE BEING OBLIGATED TO CHOOSE A MEDICAL AID IF YOU A PAYCLASS 6 

UPWARDS IS NOT A CHOICE THAT THEY SHOULD MAKE.  THEY SHOULD GIVE YOU AN OPTION TO 

CHOOSE AN INSURANCE MEDICAL POLICY IF YOU WISH TO.

Choice of medical aid.  No benefit currently with Discovery as the rates are the same if you are a private member.  

Make the option of a hospital plan more prominent to encourage people to save for future expenses.



Housing subsidies for ALL staff. UCT should pay for part of my medical expenses and not just from my COE

As given before with regards wellness and what further things we would like to see available.

I've never thoght about this so would need some time to think this through

housing for staff  and loans for staff 

UCT should have  healthy lifestyle programmes for staff to attend before work, during the lunchbreak and after work.

The need to give a bigger contribution towards our medical aid.

The compulsory Medical Aid is rather high for a big family.

Use financial 'speak' that is understandbale to all. UCTRF is quite good at this but still uses terms like 'Deemed 

Pensionable Amount' etc. which I feel is not clear to all, especially those less 'educated' than myself. 

UCT should support staff more - ie pay contributions towards medical aid and provident funds

Housing subsidy would help a lot

Offer staff personal financial consultant services



I think that UCT should partially subsidize employees' medical aid with Discovery Health. Mainly because this medical 

aid is very expensive and sometimes staff are still having to cover certain medical expenses out of their own pocket. 

Most organisations do this as a staff benefit and UCT should consider this. UCT should also focus more on developing 

employees and implementing clear career pathing and succession planning for staff to develop in senior roles. I thought 

that this was the aim of the new performance management system (development dialogues), but there is no feedback 

regarding clear development pathways.

my  personal opinion is that when i need cash, to pay for school fees or personal use, consent wiht me only to borrow 

me a certain portian of money. This will help me to pay all my debts wiht out borrow from friends and pay exstra 

increase on the amont.

UCT should provide the services of a financial advisor to staff who will be able to guide them on retirement savings

I can assure you UCT even if they can wont do anything, that is the way it is.  I don't even see the sense of this survey 

as nothing will be done.

I am in such big financial trouble and off work every second week for depression more than anything else. So no I don't 

think UCT cares much for its employees.

More Financial Advice, Financial experts to assist with financial problems.

More of wellness and health - they should offer exercise programmes for staff during the day.

UCT should drive flexible working hours more because of work life balance.

they could offer mandatory sessions to go over retirement benefits and explain the effects better. Appears to be too 

complicated at the moment



Subsidised medical aid (paying part of the Discovery health expenses). No parking fees for on campus parking

As a permanent resident in South Africa, I was not aware, when I took the UCT position, that my retirement benefits 

would be taxed at the enormous rate that it is going to be taxed when I HAVE to retire at 65.  If I then move back to 

Europe or the US, I will lose close to 40% of the pension to taxation  which will leave me with next to nothing - given the 

precipitous decline of the Rand - to retire on.  UCT needs to make this clear to any prospective employee, especially 

those from outside of SA.  We have an enormous 'HR' department, yet there are very few attempts to reach out to faculty 

- this needs to be addressed urgently.  While we drown in paperwork, the crucial issues are left unatttended.  

I think UCT , needs to  allow us from withdrawing a certain percentage from our Pension.  Soo that , i can clear my  debt 

and be able to  buy myself a house 

Wellness

Offer access to facilities like Legal Aid; Drawing up will; and access to Financial Advice for Staff - these would be great to 

be free facilities.

Better medical aid cover - and with any provider of my choice, including after retirement.

I think if UCT can subsidise our medical aid that will bring a great relief & also give us housing subsidy.

Shariah compliant investing post retirement. I need to enquire whether a living annuity is considered Shariah compliant.



Clarification about medical aid after retirement

Our bonus provision comes from our own money each month - it would be nice if UCT was able to pay a bonus. 

UCT does not currently pay for employees medical aid premiums, they should pay this in full or in part over and 

above the Cost of Employment.  It is not necessary to have disability cover as part of the retirement fund. 

Communication should be more direct .

Policy differences should be focused on rather that cross subsidization .

Nothing

Opportunities for meeting with a personal financial advisor would be very much appreciated.

A savings option that can help to draw money if needed

HR should be more helpful and more informed to field enquiries, my boss should acknowledge how hard I work and 

pay me accordingly, and financial assistant / advice brokers / consultants should be available to UCT staff

Online tools as well as access to an advisor who has the ability to holistically assist with all money queries and offer 

practical solutions i.e. how to borrow money against retirement funds, how to put a plan in place to reduce short term 

debt etc.

MORE CAREER DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE



I think staff need to actively be encouraged to think about adding to retirement funding and to post retirement medical 

aid cover.

No comment

No comment

UCT should offer more additional support to employees about financial education. Most of the time even provident 

fund info is difficult to understand. It should be part of induction to the instititution.  

Also career advancement should in par with financial education

Medical aid is rising more than our salaries are and benefits are being reduced - I feel UCT does nothing to counter 

this.

UCT offers limited benefits (especially to certain types of staff)

Tax advice should be offered to staff as many staff are not fully aware of deductible expenses and tax free 

investments. 

Support for opportunities to study and bursaries so that you are not stuck in the same position for more than 8 years 

because you are not allowed an opportunity to advance yourself.

They should contribute to the medical aid scheme that we have to be on. Currently we have to pay the total amount so 

I don't see it as a benefit



- employer contributions towards medical aid expenses.

- in house financial advisors

- foster holistic career and retirement planning knowledge within PASS staff - encourage as part of development 

dialogue

UCT should offer more concrete advise w.rt. saving for retirement.

Another option for Medical Aid provider

I have no idea what these benefits are. We have very limited access, and time available, to know more about this. 

Explanation on a regular basis would be good

One thing that really bothers me currently is lack of transparency about where exactly my retirement funds are 

invested, even under direct questioning. I have absolutely no idea what companies/holdings/etc my funds have 

been vested in, despite having directly asked for this information. I actually think UCT's reluctance to disclose this 

information to me is not ethical. What are we hiding??

Increase the age of retirement to 70 years.  I have funeral cover but I think UCT should add that to the 

pension/disability fund

More time and financial assistance for studies, research and courses, especially for PASS staff persons.

I am happy with what I have as I manage my own savings for future retirement in addition to a work pension.



I receive very little counselling. Review of choices should be offered every 3/4 years you work at UCT.

Drop medical Aid high tarriffs

UCT should try to negotiate better benefits which will have no financial impact to the university but would have a real 

value to the monthly lives of their staff. EG:

1) Negotiate a preferential interest rate with banks for staff to access when applying for a home loan or car loan. Other 

Companies do this for their staff. It costs them nothing, but results in a real benefit to staffs monthly expenditure.

2) Negotiate preferential rates or discounts with short-term insurance companies for household insurance, car insurance 

etc. I had a 35% discount on my insurance at my previous employer (and no my previous employer was not an insurance 

company).

It would be good when UCT first explains how to interpret the salary advice slip; how to understand the COE and the form 

we have to sign annually on how to apportion our COE to get extra retirement savings, etc. This is never explained, not 

even when you are first time employee.

Also good would be if we could invest via a company/broker provided/aligned with UCT - perhaps this will reduce the 

exorbitant adviser monthly fees that comes with Old Mutual for example. I see that these monthly fees eat away at any 

gains and could be potentially disastrous post-retirement when one actually needs funds and not much flows into the 

accounts.

Someone to advice us on stocks and investments.  The death in service contribution should be less then the Provident 

fund, so that the pay out be more. 

I would like to see our medical aid subsidised.



Medical aid should be less

They take alot of money each month

Must have a housing subsidy

They must contribute towards medical aid

Nothing

Provide better knowledge sources for younger staff members. All sessions are focused at people who are close to 

retirement and understand all the terminology.

This is my first permanent job and I don't understand all of the terminology and processes and often find myself more 

confused after attending UCTRF meetings where they only focus on retirees and not those who still have 30 years to work.

Offer additional provident fund benefits, with some employer contributions.

I'm quite happy with what UCT provides.  I find it difficult to hold the details together but I know I can find the details if I

need to.  I find forecasting difficult (the sums involved) which adds to my anxiety levels so something that would help me 

with that would be useful.

I found the supported sessions with a clinical psychologist enormously helpful in planning where / what I wanted to do with 

my last years of career and post retirement. A sub-set of this was to sort out my finances - for which I used appropriate 

advisors. 

Our increases do not keep pace with the real world out there of massively increasing school fees, medical aid and food.  

Every year there is a fight with UCT management to get a reasonable increase which I find demeaning and insulting.



Research insights



⧁ Income package composition – understanding your payslip

- Medical aid

- Subsidies (housing, retirement funding, medical aid)

- Study assistance

- Contribution levels

⧁ Benefit structure – know your retirement fund options

⧁ Income tax implications

- Fringe benefit tax

⧁ Member Education

⧁ Financial advice

Five streams of actionable insights
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⧁ Understanding your payslip

⧁ Know your retirement fund

⧁ Understanding your benefit statement

⧁ Holistic Financial Wellness

⧁ How to budget

⧁ What you need to know about credit

⧁ How to manage debt

⧁ How to make your money work harder for you than you do

⧁ Let’s understand financial terms (#nomorejargon)

⧁ How can UCT help you?

Communication themes
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questions



thank you




